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If one could select a single music-making phenomenon as being
the most representative of the Mediterranean as far as Croats are
concerned, it would definitely be the phenomenon of klapa
singing – “a coming together of the traditional and the popular
with a positive tendency of spreading outside the imagined
borders of the Mediterranean” (Ćaleta 1999: 193).

The most suitable approach to such research I consider to be
an ethnographic approach which” focuses upon social
relationships, emphasizing music as a social practice and
process (Cohen,1993:123). Such approach is comparative and
holistic; historical and dialogical; reflexive and politically
oriented, emphasizing the dynamic complexes of the situations
which contain abstract concepts and models. In the same time
“it will have to be sensitive to both macro processes of state
formation, (...), media networks and to the micro level of
individual experience within these structural coordinates”
(Erlmann, 1993:7).

The term ‘traditional music’, as an integral part of the traditional culture, I
conceive in Hobsbawm’s sense, as a “set of practices, normally governed by
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek
to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which
automatically implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they
normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historic past”
(Hobsbawn, 1983:1). It is defined from an ideological point of view, which
usually redefines locally as new political orientations arise.

The Homeland War is a perspective that cannot be avoided in the considering
of the local-global relations. The war was going on in the time when the world
was attempting to define the term ‘local’ for small countries and developing
countries. For some, defining local has come as a “reaction linked with the fear
and losing cultural identity in the face of worldwide homogenization” and for
others has been “perceived as an opportunity to redefine and promote local
identity” (Guilbault, 1993:34)

THE MODELS OF THE
KLAPA
the traditional klapa
the festival klapa
the modern klapa.

TRADITIONAL (pučka) KLAPA
- an informal group of singers usually friends who sing
occasionally, for the sake of singing

- oral tradition and simple music-making were
- pjevanje na uho (" singing by ear"):
the leading voice, prvi tenor (first tenor, the leader of the group), leads
the melody and lyrics of the song
the second voice, šekondo (second tenor,), immediately joins in at a
third below the third voice bariton, daje ulja pismi ("gives oil to the
song" - [synonym for the soul]), completes the triad the fourth voice,
bas or basso profondo (bass), defines the harmonic functions of tonic,
dominant and subdominant

FESTIVAL KLAPA
- associated with the beginning of Omiš Festival of
Dalmatian Klapas, established in 1967
- “the performance and presentation of the singing are
their main objective” (Ćaleta, 1997:130)
- help of a trained leader who selects singers and the
repertoire, and regularly practices with the klapa
- from about 15 organized klapas in the 1960s to more
than 200 registered male klapas at the end of the
1980s

With the help of the Omiš Festival and the media, the klapas have felt
the charms of singing on stage, which then becomes an almost
exclusive place of performing. Microphones, stage lights, TV
broadcasts become a part of the klapa singing ritual, and klapa singers
become better stage performers. Besides klapa songs, they were
performing on stage, as well as on informal occasions, “Russian,
Serbian, and Macedonian folk songs, urban romances, Renaissance
compositions, Negro spirituals...” (Povrzanović, 1989:161).

Peter Manuel points out that “the constraints and pressures on
musical style and content in socialist countries tend to derive less
from market concerns than from bureaucratic or ideological
factors. (...) the limits that have been and are still imposed upon
artists in the socialist world may not be structurally inherent to
socialism; in that sense, such a social economic system regardless of its other assets or defects - may continue to offer
one kind of alternative to the dialectic contradictions which
popular music may never transcend under capitalism” (Manuel,
1988:15-16).

MODERN KLAPA
- advanced, innovative, experimental
- contemporary klapa that is capable of dealing with
various vocal styles of the traditional, classical and
especially popular music
- singers outside tradition
- the singers are young educated people who have
acquired their experience through listening to the
performances of certain klapas and mostly to
numerous recordings of various klapas
- audience is a relatively young (student population)
and middle-aged (educated) audience, that enjoys
listening the music with complete attention during
the performance.
- center of klapa singing from the 1990s is no longer
Dalmatia: Zagreb and Rijeka are these days the
bearers of klapa singing.

- “professionalization” of klapa singing/singers: most of the
engagements are paid
- engagements: from singing in the restaurants, weddings
(church and banquets), birthday parties to singing at the
funeral ceremonies
- commitments to the political “sponsors”
- commitments to the business sponsors
- CD/DVD production (most of the money earned singing is
devoted to the audio/video production)
- initialization of the inter klapa collaboration through
common projects
- organization of the professional workshops for the klapa
leaders and klapa singers
- foundation of klapa singers and leaders association/union

I would like to emphasize that it is still very interesting to sing in Vestibul
for all the klapas because they do not have any administrative bans - the
permits for the use of public areas - which would be very difficult to obtain.
Klapa gets its respected dates and schedules dates since the beginning of the
event, which usually starts in early April and lasts until the end of October
or November… (Aida Jukić, Tourist Board of Split, organizer)

